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0 ≤ x ≤ 1 [396]. 100 [447]. 2 × 2 [728, 465]. 50 [447]. x [448]. C_n(x) [396]. K_0(x) [396]. K_1(x) [396]. n = 26 [204]. S_n(x) [396]. sinh^{-1} \sqrt{x} [24]. t [256, 872]. X [371]. x = 10 [672, 673]. x = 2 [672]. x = 2.5 [673]. Y_0(x) [396]. Y_1(x) [396].  
-Distribution [872]. -Tests [256].  
31st [69, 177].  
41 [431, 162]. 42 [452]. 43 [211]. 49 [627].  
50 [532]. 51 [576]. 52 [757, 529]. 54
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